
According to a new report from the Economic and Social Research
Institute (ESRI), house prices across the country would drop by 12% if
housing output was increased by 10,000 units per year. The Institute also
maintains that increasing output would not necessarily stoke further
significant wage inflation in the construction sector. The study, which
takes 25,000 units per annum as its base case, indicates that at 35,000
units we would see prices come down by 12% by 2030 but wages in the
sector should only rise directly as a result by just 1%.
The ESRI also suggested that construction trades should be placed on the
Critical Skills Employment Permit programme to attract workers from
abroad as Ireland may need up to 60,000 construction workers by 2025.
It also raises some potential issues around whether Ireland's financial
system can provide the credit necessary to meet the demand for
residential property.
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Market Moves

Equities: The main indices on the continent are about 0.2% stronger at
the time of writing on Friday - Eurozone equities having traded mostly
sideways over the past couple of weeks. Futures are also slightly higher
in the States this morning, however the S&P 500 has pulled back by over
2.5% this week. 
Investors are nervously awaiting the US PPI inflation figure, due out this
afternoon, and will also pay close attention to next week's US CPI. These
data points will without a doubt have an influence on what the Fed
decides to do next Wednesday. 
The VIX is sitting at $22.60 today and is up on the week - bouncing
somewhat from the low-point of its 2022 range.
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Safe-havens: Precious metals have traded flat this week, with gold near a 5-
month high of around $1,825 and silver in a similar position at $23.24 on
Friday morning. Oil markets fell further yesterday, with Brent down 10.7% this
week to $76.50. Most bond yields were higher yesterday, as US yield curves
steepened slightly. Yields, especially shorter-duration, may react to the US PPI
and CPI figures due over the next few days.

Looking ahead: The highlight of the day from an economic data point of view
will be the US PPI (Producer Price Index) inflation reading, due out at 1:30pm
Irish time. This figure will be important in the overall context of inflation in the
States, and comes ahead of the region's CPI result next Tuesday and Federal
Reserve meeting on Wednesday. 
The headline PPI figure is forecast at 7.2% y/y (down from the prior 8.0%), with
a Core PPI reading expectation of 5.9% vs the previous 6.7%. Apart from this,
Friday's only other data worth noting is the US Consumer Sentiment result out
at 3pm.
Central bank releases will be key next week - the Federal Reserve will make
their latest rate decision on Wednesday, followed on Thursday by the Swiss
National Bank, Bank of England, and of course the European Central Bank.

Currencies: The main FX pairs were relatively quiet this week, the Euro
did however gain some ground yesterday and is now trading near its 6-
month high against USD (at 1.055). 
The Dollar is expected to see tight range-bound trade until after we get
the PPI result in the afternoon. Even after this figure, we may see fairly
muted trade until investors get further clarity from the main central
banks next week.

News has broken overnight that the United States government has
moved to block Microsoft's c.$69 billion bid to purchase video game-
maker Activision Blizzard, throwing a stumbling block in front of the tech
giant's plans to rapidly expand its portfolio of popular games.
In its complaint the US Federal Trade Commission (FTC) stated that
Microsoft has a history of hoarding valuable gaming content. "Microsoft
has already shown that it can and will withhold content from its gaming
rivals. Today, we seek to stop Microsoft from gaining control over a
leading independent game studio and using it to harm competition in
multiple dynamic and fast-growing gaming markets".
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Associated British Foods has this morning said that trading at its Primark
fashion retail business has made an "encouraging" start to the 2022-23
fiscal year, as it reiterated a forecast that group profit would fall over the
course of the year. In its statement, the firm said it continued to expect
robust growth in sales but with adjusted operating profit lower than the
2021-22 outcome. AB Foods also expects further substantial input cost
inflation.
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